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Abstract In some security-critical applications, a GPS satellite-navigation receiver
is integrated with a tamper-resistant cryptographic module in order to provide re-
mote attestation of location. Those in possession of the receiver may have an inter-
est in it producing an incorrect output. Vehicle and container tracking, usage-based
road charging, prisoner tagging, location-based access control are just some secure-
positioning examples where anti-spoof measures against local attackers are of con-
cern. The discussed tests and trust metrics can help a tamper-resistant navigation-
signal receiver to distinguish authentic signals at the RF antenna port from those
forged using a signal simulator.
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1 Introduction

Physical location can be an important security parameter, whether for location-based
access control or to audit the whereabouts of goods and people. In outdoor applica-
tions, location is often most easily determined with a global navigation satellite sys-
tem (GNSS) receiver. This means today primarily GPS [1, 2], but the list is growing
(GLONASS, Galileo, Beidou/Compass, . . . ). Each of these operates a constellation
of Earth-orbiting satellites that broadcast a high-precision time signal, along with a
low-bitrate data stream (50–1000 bit/s) that carries orbital-position (ephemeris) pre-
dictions and calibration data. Receivers measure the time-of-arrival differences of
at least four satellite signals and then solve a system of equations to determine both
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their current location and time, with accuracies of a few meters and tens of nanosec-
onds. Even higher accuracies can be achieved by using nearbyreference receivers
for calibration.

GNSS receivers may be integrated with tamper-resistant cryptographic modules,
for security-critical applications where the person in possession of the device has
an interest in it misreporting its location. The purpose of such devices may be to
attest their current location to a remote observer, via an authentication protocol. It
may also attest the device’s recent location and velocity history via an authenticated
recording, or enable some functionality based on its location. Potential application
examples include

• anti-theft tracking systems for vehicles and transport containers, which automat-
ically alert the owner if a vehicle no longer follows its expected route;

• prisoner-tagging systems that permit probation officers toremotely monitor cur-
fews and probation conditions;

• road tax and insurance fees for motor vehicles calculated inon-board units based
on actual usage, with algorithms that incorporate information about speed, route
and travel times in order to take into account externalitiesand risk;

• road speed limits enforced electronically using on-board navigation systems that
determine the current location, look up the local speed limit, and communicate
that to both driver and engine controller.

Some of these applications are already deployed, others maywell evolve from
existing road-usage or congestion charging systems, or thetachographs or speed
limiters found already in many commercial vehicles.

The design of tamper-resistant embedded computers is already on its way to
become a well-understood engineering discipline [3, 4], supported by a range of
commercially available components, such as intrusion sensors [5], battery-backed
RAM key storage with emergency zeroization mechanisms [6],shielding against
compromising emanations and other side-channel countermeasures.

Therefore, the focus is here on the other main vulnerabilityof tamper-resistant
GNSS receivers: that their antenna input could be fed with a simulated signal rather
than from the satellites. A specialized portable signal generator could synthesize a
GNSS antenna signal that causes the receiver to report an alternative position, ve-
locity or time to the connected cryptographic module. A simple example would be a
device that records the route taken by a lorry and then replays the coordinates slower
to a GNSS signal simulator that the driver has installed to replace the satellite recep-
tion antenna, such that a speed-limiter function is not triggered, but the tachograph
still shows a realistic-looking record of the driven route.(Police have already un-
covered similar manipulations of speed-sensor signals in existing tachographs [7].)

What measures could a GNSS receiver implement to assess the authenticity of a
received GNSS signal and the resulting navigation solution? It is important to note
that the notion of authenticity of a GNSS signal goes beyond the usual meaning of
message authenticity in cryptographic protocols. We have to protect not only the
authenticity of the transmitted navigation data, but also that of the relative arrival
times (thepseudo ranges) of the transmitted spread-spectrum waveforms, within
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better than a microsecond. Both together form the basis for calculating the naviga-
tion solution.

1.1 Environmental assumptions

This discussion focuses in particular on tamper-resistantGNSS receivers (also
called trusted receivers) that are assumed to be in the handsof the adversary. We
make the following assumptions:

The trusted receiver consists of an antenna, a circuit for demodulating and track-
ing the GNSS signal, and a secure microcontroller. The microcontroller stores cryp-
tographic secret keys and uses these to attest (e.g., by timestamps, digital signatures,
or similar cryptographic protocols) to a remote party the current location (or the re-
cent location history).

The receiver’s RF front-end, signal processing circuitry,local oscillator, and the
secure microcontroller are all enclosed in a tamper-responding shield that the adver-
sary is unable to penetrate without destroying the secret keys stored inside.

This tamper-responding enclosure is equally securely attached to the object
whose location is ultimately of interest (car, laptop, etc.). (This attachment could
be secured, for example, by strong mechanical bonding, by detachment sensors, or
by some cryptographic distance-bounding protocol to another tamper-resistant CPU
in the monitored object.)

The adversary has full control over the RF signal received bythe device, and
in particular, may disconnect the antenna and connect the receiver’s RF input in-
stead to a signal generator programmed to emulate GNSS broadcast signals, with
the aim to cause the secure microcontroller to process fake position information.
Alternatively, where the antenna is not easily detachable,the adversary may also
place the tamper-resistant receiver’s antenna inside a shielded enclosure, along with
transmission antennas connected to a signal generator.

The first commercially available GNSS simulators have been very expensive and
specialized devices. However, during the past decade, numerous low-cost compo-
nents (high-speed DACs, FPGAs, DSPs) and standardized platforms for building
software-defined radio applications (GNU Radio project, Ettus USRP, various DSP
processor/FPGA evaluation boards, etc.) have become available. This makes it prac-
tical now to design high-quality GNSS signal simulator prototypes with a hardware
budget in the region of 1–2 k$ [8]. The result of such design efforts can easily
be shared as open-source software, which will substantially increase the number
of people able to understand, implement and customize such devices. With the in-
creased availability of GNSS simulation capabilities, attacks involving GNSS sig-
nal simulators should be expected as soon as attractive targets emerge, namely mass
market applications that involve remote-attestation GNSSreceivers (e.g. location-
based access control, pay-as-you-drive road charging systems) where the holder of
the trusted receiver has an incentive to spoof its input signal.
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1.2 Related technologies

Much of the existing literature on GNSS signal spoofing and jamming has focused
on a remote attacker scenario, where the receiver is believed to be in the hands of a
user who is interested in it finding a correct navigation solution (e.g., a soldier) and
where the antenna is still exposed to genuine GNSS broadcastsignals. A remote
attacker can only add additional signals to the receiver’s RF environment from a
distance. Anti-jamming and anti-spoofing countermeasuresaim to suppress these,
to preserve the availability of the (also present) genuine signals. Examples for such
countermeasures include

• the use of directional antennas (beam-forming networks) tosuppress unusually
strong GNSS signals, which are unlikely to be coming from a genuine satellite;

• an adaptive filter for suppressing interfering narrowband signals;
• the combination of two tracking circuits, where the job of the first is to track

the spoofed (often stronger) signal, such that it can be subtracted from the input
in order to allow the second tracking circuit to follow the remaining, weaker
genuine signal.

In contrast, we assume here a local attacker who can easily suppress any trace of
the genuine GNSS signal at the RF input during an attack, where the entire antenna
signal may be fake. Rather than looking for traces of a weak genuine signal in the
presence of a stronger spoof signal, the signal authenticity mechanisms discussed in
Section 2 below focus on discovering signal characteristics that help to distinguish
between a genuine and a simulated GNSS antenna input.

1.3 Goals

Any practical GNSS signal simulator will produce an idealized signal that lacks
some of the subtle characteristics found in a genuine signal. Ultimately, any mecha-
nism for assessing signal authenticity can only be effective if the receiver’s designer
uses a more accurate model of a genuine signal than the signalsimulator’s designer.
With enough effort and resources, any of the methods discussed in Section 2 can
be circumvented, either by carefully emulating all the tested characteristics, or by
appropriately modifying a genuine signal. However, such a simulator may not in
practice be an attractive means of defeating a given security application (operat-
ing cost, mobility, physical dimensions, etc.). Also, if itwere openly sold, it would
have to provide capabilities substantially beyond the typeof simulators normally
used legitimately for the development, testing and maintenance of GNSS receivers.
Therefore, it could be identified as having been specificallydesigned to circum-
vent the proposed security mechanisms for assessing signalauthenticity, and its sale
might be illegal under existing cybercrime legislation.

We can distinguish between two broad categories of methods for assessing signal
authenticity:
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• Instant methodsassess signal authenticity almost as soon as a navigation solu-
tion has been found, and should not extend the duration of thenormal lock-on
process by more than a few seconds. They are of particular interest where an
action (such as a network login with location-based access control) has to be
blocked instantly if there are substantial doubts regarding the authenticity of the
navigation solution.

• Cumulative methodsmonitor the GNSS signal over many hours or days and
report in the end whether there has been substantial evidence of a fake signal
during this period. Such methods may be applicable in accounting applications
(e.g., road charging), where the damage that a successful attacker can cause is
proportional to the time that the fake signal is accepted by the receiver. Where
cumulative methods can be used, a wider range of verificationtechniques is avail-
able.
Applications that can rely on cumulative methods have another security advan-
tage: the detection of a simulated signal need not be made known to the user
of the receiver immediately, and therefore deprives an adversary from the rapid
feedback that helps optimizing a signal generator. Instead, the signal-authenticity
assessment can just be silently recorded, helping the operator of the protected
application to estimate the level and nature of attacks taking place and to focus
investigation and countermeasures appropriately.

2 Techniques

2.1 Secret spreading sequences

GPS and planned GNSSs use direct-sequence spread-spectrummodulation in their
broadcast signals. The low-bitrate (< 1 kbit/s) data signal is XORed with a high-
bitrate (> 1 Mbit/s) pseudo-random spreading sequence, before the result is used to
modulate the phase of a carrier sine wave.

A range of possible techniques rely on the fact that GPS broadcasts both its civil-
ian (C/A) and military (Y) signals at a power-spectral density substantially below
the background noise level. Receivers with omnidirectional antennas are therefore
unable to decode the individual “chip” symbols of the spreading sequences and
can only detect a cross-correlation with a known sequence ofat least a few hundred
chips. In addition, the GPS Y signal is, due to its encryption, not predictable by non-
military users and therefore difficult to reproduce in a simulator. Galileo is foreseen
to broadcast similar weak broadband signals and to provide asimilarly encrypted
(and therefore for most users unpredictable) signal in its Public Regulated Service
(PRS), although the details have yet to be finalized and published.
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2.1.1 Conditional access

One possibility for assuring signal authenticity is, of course, to keep the spreading
sequence (ranging codes) used secret and non-repeating. A conditional-access sys-
tem, similar to those already widely implemented in the direct-broadcast satellite
pay-TV industry, has to ensure that the cryptographic keys needed to predict the
spreading sequence for the near future are distributed to tamper-resistant modules
handed out to authorized subscribers. Such modules then determine, based on re-
ceived entitlement management messages, to which level of service the user of each
module is entitled, and then extract from also received entitlement control messages
the necessary cryptographic keys for accessing these services. The U.S. military
uses already a form of conditional access for the encrypted Ysignal, and subscriber
modules appear to be planned for the Galileo commercial, safety-of-life and military
services.

The tamper-resistant subscriber modules have to be very carefully designed such
that they cannot be abused by a spoofing attacker as a component of a signal genera-
tor that can predict the secret sequences about to be broadcast. This would typically
involve performing the correlation and tracking operationinside the module, such
that the keys used to generate the next parts of the spreadingsequence never leave
the tamper-resistant envelope. Another challenge, which has already been studied in
detail over the past 20 years in the context of pay-TV conditional access systems,
is to design a broadcast-encryption and traitor-tracing key-management system that
can recover its security after a small number of subscriber modules have been bro-
ken [9]. This is not an easy task if the available broadcast data channel has only a
low bit rate.

If these aspects can be secured, the main option remaining toan attacker inter-
ested in simulating a conditional-access signal is to use tracking high-gain antennas.
These could improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to a level that allows reliably
detecting the individual chip symbols in the broadcast spreading sequences in real
time. The attacker can then slightly delay and remix them in the signal generator
(selective delay attack with high-gain antennas, see [10])to simulate how they ap-
pear relative to each other at the pretended location. Such attacks can be made more
cumbersome in two ways:

• Keep the broadcast power density well below the background noise level, in order
to maximize the physical antenna dimensions required (e.g., large parabolic dish
or long helical antennas).

• Keep the symbol rate high, in order to make it more difficult for an attacker to
forward the signals received at a stationary set of directional antennas to a mobile
signal generator.

2.1.2 Delayed release of spreading sequences

A method to achieve similar signal-integrity assurance as aconditional-access sys-
tem can provide, but without the overhead and risk of compromise of a tamper-
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resistant subscriber module and associated key-distribution infrastructure, was pro-
posed independently by Scott [11] and Kuhn [10]. The idea is that the spreading
sequences used are secret at the time of their broadcast, butinformation to recon-
struct them is broadcast with a delay of a few seconds. This allows tamper-resistant
receivers to discover, with a short delay, the genuine broadcast signals, using FFT-
based cross correlation on recorded segments of the entire transmission band. At the
same time, this forces the designer of a signal generator to delay the signal also by
a few seconds, which an independently synchronized UTC clock in the receiver can
easily detect.

The delayed release of the spreading sequence remains the most practical and
resilient single integrity assurance method currently known:

• It does not require support from a network of reference stations.
• It does not rely on the security of a subscriber key-distribution infrastructure.

Such a scheme could be piggybacked on top of an existing service that broad-
casts using a secret spreading sequence. The latter would have to be generated by
a pseudo-random-bit-sequence (PRBS) generator that is seeded with a new secret
start value in regular intervals. The satellites then simply would have to occasion-
ally broadcast a subset of the PRBS seeds that have been used,but with some delay.
For example, the encryption scheme for the Galileo PRS signal could be designed
such that keys that generate only short intervals of the spreading sequence can be
released without affecting the security of its conditional-access users. The keyK
obtained by the conditional-access modules would in such a system not be applied
directly to generate the spreading sequence. Instead, it would be used to encrypt a
timestampt that identifies a short time interval (e.g., 1 second) in order to obtain a
short-term intermediate keyKt = EK(t) which is then used to seed the PRBS gen-
erator that generates the actual pseudo-random-noise (PRN) spreading sequence,
one second at a time.E is some suitable keyed pseudo-random function, e.g. a ci-
pher, message-authentication or secure-hash function. A small subset of the short-
term intermediate keysKt is then released with a short delay. The interval length
(e.g., one second), the subset of the released intermediateshort-term keysKt (e.g.,
oneKt every 20 seconds) and the delay (e.g., 10 seconds) has to be chosen such
that their publication does not enable practical spoofing ofregular receivers of the
conditional-accesss service, whose tracking loops would have to be designed to be
immune to regular but brief bursts of old spreading sequence.

2.1.3 Permanently secret sequences

Can we adapt the basic idea from the preceding Section 2.1.2 if we have users who
never get access to the spreading sequence used by the satellites? This is the case,
for example, for civilian users regarding the GPS Y code. A reference station still
can record the spreading sequence, but has to use high-gain antennas that lift the
SNR sufficiently to allow it to receive and detect the spreading sequence directly,
convert it into a bit stream (10.23 Mbit/s for the GPS Y code) and arrange for that to
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be forwarded to the tamper-resistant receiver, who will correlate it with a pre-agreed
brief concurrent recording of the full transmission band. This method, discussed in
more detail by Psiaki [12], works similarly as the one outlined in the preceding
Section 2.1.2, but is more expensive to implement:

• It requires a reference station with large tracking antennas (ideally at least four,
fewer if only probabilistic verification is required).

• It requires a higher-bandwidth secure communication link to the tamper-resistant
receiver. Entire spreading sequences received during the pre-agreed time window
will have to be provided to the receiver for delayed cross-correlation there, rather
than justKt seed values that generate them. (Transmitting the receivedand signed
raw spectrum during remote attestation from the tamper-resistant receiver is an-
other option, but requires an even higher bit-rate communications channel.)

2.2 Individual receiver antenna characteristics

2.2.1 Directional characteristics

If the receiver antenna is installed at a fixed location, or mounted on a car, the
receiver might be able to observe the directional variationof amplitude (and perhaps
even phase?) as the satellites move along the sky with known azimuth and elevation.
Mounted on a car, the orientation of the antenna will normally only vary in azimuth
(yaw), due to curves, and to a limited degree in elevation (pitch), due to hills. Both
angles can there be inferred from the velocity vector determined by the receiver,
assuming that roll movements are very limited and temporary. In particular, the yaw
motions of a car will cause the satellites to quickly scan a substantial part of the
directional characteristic of the antenna, which can be monitored for changes.

A receiver could characterize the directional characteristic of its antenna from the
received signal strength, in particular if data about absolute signal strength from the
automatic gain controller and the correlator is available.The designer of the trusted
receiver could chose an antenna type specifically for its structurally rich directional
pattern, for instance a fractal antenna rather than a simpledipole, and could even
individually vary the exact antenna shape and encase it in opaque resin, in order to
increase the effort needed by an attacker to recognize and model its characteristic.
While an attacker could measure the individual antenna pattern of each replaced
antenna, and program the signal simulator accordingly, this adds substantially to the
effort needed to implement an attack, ideally beyond being economically attractive
for a mass-market fraud device.

2.2.2 Impedance test

Where a custom RF frontend is being designed for a tamper-resistant receiver, this
opens the possibility to add circuitry that characterizes the frequency-dependent
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impedance of the connected antenna occasionally, raising an alarm if that changes
substantially. Possible techniques include time-domain reflectometry, VSWR mea-
surement (if there is a transmission line), or vector network analysis. Especially if
the antenna has been produced deliberately with characteristic invisible manufactur-
ing variations, the need to keep the antenna attached (i.e.,use a shielded enclosure
around it), or to emulate the antenna impedance, representsa substantial compli-
cation in the appropriate connection of a signal generator,possibly one that makes
mass-market sale of signal generators far less feasible.

2.3 Consistency with reference receivers

One group of signal-authenticity measures compares characteristics of the received
GNSS signals with the same characteristics measured at the same time by a net-
work of trusted reference receivers. These reference receivers can either be dedi-
cated stations, secured by traditional anti-jamming measures (e.g., distance, direc-
tional antennas), or they can be obtained by assuming that the majority of the signal
characteristics reported by a fleet of trusted receivers is genuine, allowing outlier
detection.

2.3.1 Time

All existing or planned GNSSs broadcast Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) with
an accuracy better than a microsecond. More accurate signal-simulation techniques
often involve incorporating data from reference stations,and this usually requires
delaying the generated signal. Therefore, a trusted GNSS receiver should first of
all verify the UTC received by GNSS with an independent authenticated source
of UTC. This can be accomplished by operating a local UTC clock, independent
from any received GNSS signal. This clock should be synchronized regularly via an
authenticated challenge-response time protocol, like NTP. Such network time pro-
tocols can, depending on the communication link, achieve UTC accuracies of a few
tens of milliseconds or better. The resulting clock accuracy is mostly a function of
how frequent these phase and frequency adjustments can be made compared to the
undisciplined frequency stability of the local oscillator. If the received UTC(GNSS)
differs from the UTC(NTP) in the local clock by substantially more than the latter’s
uncertainty (e.g., a few tens of milliseconds), a clear indication has been found that
either the GNSS signal or the independent source of UTC has been manipulated.

2.3.2 Navigation data

The independently synchronized UTC clock in a trusted receiver can also be used
to timestamp a revision history of the navigation messages received from individ-
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ual satellites. This revision history, which records (witha resolution of a few tens
of milliseconds) when which bit in the navigation message has been observed to
change, can then be compared with the corresponding revision history collected by
the reference receivers.

Bypassing this measure would require an attacker to either be able to anticipate
the content of navigation messages that are newly uploaded into satellites, or im-
plement in the signal generator a specialized receiver thatprovides a real-time feed
of the navigation signal. The proprietary binary protocolsof typical existing GPS
receiver chipsets output changes to navigation messages only with significant delay,
usually awaiting the completion of frames and parity checks. If a signal simulator is
merely fed with such delayed navigation-message updates, its use would be detected
by this measure.

This test relies on the satellite operator not publishing all updates to the broad-
cast data in advance. It is the more effective the more frequent the navigation data
changes in unpredictable ways. For this reason, designers of future GNSS sig-
nals could add to navigation messages unpredictable randombits, such as time-
dependent message authentication codes or hash chains.

2.3.3 Pseudo-ranges

If more than four satellites are in view simultaneously, an over-determined system
of equations will lead to the navigation solution. Satellite clock and ephemeris er-
rors, as well as atmospheric path delays, will then cause inconsistencies, usually of
several meters. A tamper-resistant receiver with access toraw pseudo-range mea-
surements could compare these inconsistencies with those observed by a nearby
reference receiver. Inconsistencies caused by the atmosphere will vary geographi-
cally, and therefore would force the adversary to have access to a reference receiver
in the vicinity of the emulated location. (Experience with differential GPS suggests
that pseudo-range inconsistencies show a substantial lossof correlation at distances
larger than a few tens of kilometres.)

There are regional networks of differential GPS stations that publish pseudo-
range inconsistencies1 that both the trusted receiver and the adversary could refer
to. However, as long as they publish their information only with a delay larger than
the auto-correlation width of the data, they could be used for verifying pseudo-range
inaccuracies without enabling a signal generator to simulate them in real time.

1 e.g., the OS Net RINEX data server available onhttp://gps.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/
for the British Isles, or (continent-wide, at currently much lower station density) the data from
augmentation services such as EGNOS/SISNeT
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2.4 Receiver-internal plausibility tests

Beyond the minimally necessary processing needed to achieve a navigation solution,
receivers can implement additional consistency checks without requiring a connec-
tion to a network of reference receivers. A number of such tests have been proposed
and are often referred to in the literature as receiver autonomous integrity measures
(RAIM). They were originally aimed primarily at detecting accidental malfunctions
in the GNSS, such as one of the satellites suffering from a phase jump or frequency
deviation in its local oscillator, or the broadcast of incorrect or out-of-date naviga-
tion messages. They have also been proposed to detect very simple types of GNSS
signal simulation [13] and would force the attacker to use a more complete simula-
tion model, including realistic and up to date navigation data and parameters.

2.4.1 Elevation limit

A very simple check involves verifying that each satellite from which a signal is
received actually claims to be above the horizon at the moment. This test was pro-
posed by [13] to detect if a very simple type of signal simulator is used that always
transmits a fixed number of satellite signals (e.g., 10), even if their simulated posi-
tion is well below the horizon. This test can be implemented with many consumer
receivers, which output the azimuth and elevation of all tracked satellites. Some re-
ceivers may already search only during a cold start for the spreading sequences of
satellites below the horizon. This test is obviously also very easy to circumvent by
the designer of a signal simulator, which simply has to gradually attenuate signals
as the simulated satellite’s elevation reaches the horizon.

2.4.2 Power limits

With typical satellite altitudes of more than 20,000 km, thereceiver–satellite dis-
tance, and therefore the best-case received signal strength, varies relatively little
with elevation. It is guaranteed by the GPS specification to never exceed−150 dBW
[14, 6.3.1]. A substantially stronger signal would indicate a manipulation. Power can
be measured at different levels: (a) across the entire band,in form of the automatic
gain control (AGC) signal, and (b) for a single satellite, inform of the correlation
value reported by the prompt correlator in the code-tracking DLL. The across-the-
band GPS L1 power level is largely dominated by thermal and receiver noise and
therefore varies only little in normal operation. While a small amount of excess
power beyond that, per satellite, can be explained by constructive multipath inter-
ference, anything stronger must be considered suspicious.On the other hand, there
is no lower bound, as line-of-sight obstacles can always explain a lack of signal.
Unlike a remote adversary, a local spoofing attacker should not find it difficult to
adjust the power of the signal realistically, making this test less of a hurdle.
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2.4.3 Doppler-shift verification

Many GNSS receivers track the phase of the received carrier signal, or more often
that of a down-converted intermediate-frequency (IF) equivalent, after they have re-
moved the ranging code, by implementing a Costas loop [15]. When such a loop
has locked on, the input of its numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) is a func-
tion of the relative speed of both the transmitter and receiver antenna in an inertial
coordinate system (Doppler shift,±10 kHz) as well as the frequency error of the
local oscillator that is used to both down-convert and sample the incoming signal
(typically a few parts per million). When the receiver tracksseveral satellites simul-
taneously, the frequency error of the local oscillator cancels out in the difference
between the respective NCO inputs, and what remains (apart from tracking noise) is
only the difference in the Doppler shifts between the satellites. A receiver can pre-
dict the Doppler shift of each satellite from the received ephemeris data and its own
location and velocity, and compare these predictions with the observed Doppler-
shift differences. The elimination of the local-oscillator error allows the application
of tight tolerances in such checks, limited mainly by the uncertainty of the speeds
involved and tracking noise. Such a test will require the designer of a simulator
to accurately emulate the Doppler shift and will detect somecomparatively simple
simulators that do not.

Regular GNSS receivers will also estimate the Doppler shiftin order to speed up
initial signal acquisition, but may not apply any checks on the frequency once they
are tracking a signal. They will try all reasonable Doppler shifts during a cold start.
When connected to a signal simulator without accurate Doppler-shift generation,
such receivers may take longer to acquire a signal but may otherwise not complain.

However, building a simulator that accurately reproduces Doppler shift is not that
difficult. In a complex-number baseband representation of aquadrature-amplitude-
modulated signal, Doppler shift∆ f can be applied by multiplying the signal with
e2πi∆ f t , thereby rotating the complex (or IQ) coordinate system with an angular ve-
locity proportional to the Doppler shift. After several simulated individual satellite
baseband signals have been frequency shifted this way, theycan be added together
before being fed into a single transmitter (with IQ input) that up-converts the sig-
nal to the carrier frequency. This is much cheaper than the individually tuned per-
satellite transmitter claimed to be necessary in a Doppler-accurate simulator by [13].

2.4.4 Code–carrier phase comparison

The signal generators implemented in the satellites synthesize all aspects of the
broadcast signal from a single atomic clock. As a result, thephases of all the emit-
ted carriers and the pseudo-random-noise (PRN) code sequences and data signals
modulated on top are strictly phase locked, i.e. there is a constant number of carrier
periods per PRN chip and a constant number of PRN chips per data bit. Never-
theless, most receivers implement two independent tracking loops, a Costas loop
for tracking the carrier and a PLL with early-late discriminator for tracking the
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PRN spreading sequence. This is because most receivers firstdown-convert the mi-
crowave carrier band to an intermediate frequency of much less than 100 MHz.
This frequency down-conversion introduces the frequency of the receiver’s local os-
cillator as an additional variable and thereby destroys thefixed code–carrier phase
relationship, making two tracking loops necessary for initial acquisition. Once both
loops have locked on and the receiver switches from acquisition into tracking mode,
many receivers use the feedback of the (less noisy) carrier-tracking loop to aid the
PRN code tracking loop. [2, Ch. 5]

A signal simulator based on standard software-defined radioplatforms (e.g.,
USRP) will digitally synthesize an IQ or IF signal that is then up-converted into the
GNSS transmission band. Unless the synthesis of all the frequencies in this process
is carefully phase locked and matched, the IF up-conversionprocess can easily break
the fixed code–carrier phase relationship of a genuine signal. Regular receivers will
not notice this during acquisition, and may not be disturbedby it much either dur-
ing tracking, unless they do accurate phase accounting. Receivers that merely report
a Doppler-shift frequency that crudely indicates the feedback signal in the carrier-
tracking Costas loop are unlikely to help detect such deviations. What is needed
instead is a register in each tracking loop that accurately integrates the frequency
corrections that both tracking loops apply, in order to showthe accumulated phase
correction achieved (e.g., in metres). If this phase correction then starts to differ
substantially between the carrier and code tracking loop, this would be a strong in-
dication that the signal emerged from a simulator whose designer didn’t worry too
much about that phase relationship. Most normal GPS receivers do not accurately
integrate the frequency correction onto a phase correction, however special carrier-
based differential GPS receivers, used in some geodetic androbotic applications,
may collect the raw data necessary to verify the code–carrier phase relationship.

2.4.5 Multi-band reception

A receiver that covers all the GNSS bands on which a satellitebroadcasts (e.g.
GPS L1 = 1.5754 GHz and L2 = 1.2276 GHz) can impose rather more substantial
requirements on a signal simulator. In a genuine signal, thedifferent carrier bands

• will be attenuated in nearly (but due to diffraction not exactly) the same way by
line-of-sight obstacles;

• will show phase shifts caused by atmospheric diffraction, but remain phase
locked.

A signal simulator might transmit only the signals in a single band (e.g., only
GPS L1). If it broadcasts in multiple bands, it might lack thephase lock, phase shift,
and close but imperfect power-level relationship typical of concurrently observed
different carrier frequencies from the same satellite. Even if one of the carriers is
modulated only with an unknown encrypted signal (e.g., Y on GPS L2), it can still
be correlated against the same encrypted signal on any othercarrier, in order to
measure phase shift and compare attenuation.
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2.4.6 Ephemeris data check

The orbital-position (ephemeris) data broadcast by each satellite should preferably
be verified by comparing it with what is received at a secure reference receiver,
or by verifying any cryptographic authenticity features included (digital signatures,
message authentication codes, hash chains, etc.). GPS currently lacks the latter, but
future systems might support cryptographic authenticity checks of ephemeris data.

Where neither of these options are feasible, a plausibility check against long-
term invariants of the orbital data remains a possibility. Each satellite has a limited
amount of fuel onboard, in order to change orbit, resulting in a maximum velocity
change||∆v|| achievable during its lifetime. This fuel can be used not only for station
keeping, but also to reconfigure the orbital constellation,e.g. after satellite failures.2

Likewise, satellite engines have limited thrust (especially ion engines), limiting the
acceleration||∆v||/∆t. If these limits and the rate of natural orbital perturbations
are available, along with an algorithm that estimates a lower bound for the||∆v||
needed to move the orbit of an satellite in a given time interval ∆t from known past
ephemeris data to the currently broadcast ones, these can becompared as a broad
plausibility test.

However, the security gains achieved this way are limited: there appears to be no
advantage to our local attacker from substantially deviating in the navigation data
from the orbits of the satellites currently in space. False ephemeris data might be
more useful in remote attacks, where the attacker wants to minimize the likelihood
that the receiver reacquires the genuine signal, whereas weassume here the genuine
signal to be easily suppressed.

2.4.7 Jump detection

Another commonly proposed type of spoofing detector looks for discontinuities in
the received signals, e.g. the pseudo ranges or the resulting solutions for the loca-
tion and local clock error, or bounds such changes with independent sensors (inertial
navigation, odometer, dead reckoning, etc.). It is certainly prudent and practical to
monitor the continuity of GNSS time against an independent,battery-backed local
clock (see also Section 2.3.1). Such techniques also make sense to protect against
remote attackers who start to spoof the signal after the receiver had already locked
on to the genuine one. However, the applicability of such techniques against a lo-
cal attacker seems rather limited, as the latter can replacethe antenna with a sig-
nal generator while the receiver and alternative sensors are switched off. It also is
not a practical instant check in situations where the GNSS receiver is only briefly
switched on for an attestation operation, never running long enough to monitor the
long-term continuity of satellite signals.

2 The GPS satellites are rumoured to even be able to change the inclination of their orbits somewhat
to achieve better polar coverage, should the need arise.
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2.4.8 Quality metrics

Several quality metrics have been proposed in the literature for GNSS signals. If
the quality of the received signal is substantially better than anything the receiver
ever has seen with its real antenna attached, this might indicate the use of a signal
generator. Examples of quality metrics include

• the residual error in the navigation solution (which solvesan over-determined
system of equations if more than four satellite are in sight);

• the deviation of the actual cross-correlation result from the ideal (e.g., triangular)
autocorrelation function of the PRN signal.

2.5 Some other ideas

2.5.1 Individual transmitter characteristics

Signal analysis techniques have been developed that identify individual radio trans-
mitters based on the influence that electronic component tolerances have on the
exact shape of the emitted RF waveform. Parameters measuredfor transmitter fin-
gerprinting include in particular

• carrier-frequency deviation;
• transients occurring when the carrier is switched on and off;
• amplitude and phase roll-off of the band-pass filters used toshape the output

spectrum (which affect the shape of the eye pattern in digital modulation).

Normal GNSS signal generators are likely to use exactly the same mathemat-
ical function to synthesize the waveform for each satellite, adjusted only by ob-
vious parameters such as Doppler shift, range phase shift, range attenuation, and
spreading sequence. Real-world satellites may have additional other characteristics
(hopefully within the tolerances allowed by the RF interface definition). However,
carrier-frequency deviation is already carefully calibrated in GNSS signals, and as
the signals are broadcast continuously, there is no opportunity to observe on/off
transients. This leaves filter roll-off, which is difficult to measure directly given
the very low signal-to-noise ratios typical of GNSS systems, especially where the
spreading sequence is unknown to the receiver (e.g., GPS Y signal). It may show
up, however, as satellite-individual and receiver-bandwidth dependent variations in
the exact shape of the cross-correlation function.

2.5.2 Spectrum analysis

The RF input should normally see an expected minimum noise level not only within
the transmission band (e.g., 20 MHz wide), but across the entire radio spectrum,
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along with evidence of other, non-GNSS transmitters in adjacent bands. Substantial
reduction of this out-of-spectrum noise level could indicate the use of a signal gen-
erator. This would require a more widely tuneable receiver to measure. An attacker
who wants to fake this wider input spectrum would either haveto use a substantially
more wideband signal generator (more expensive, more powerrequired), or would
have to mix the synthesized GNSS spectral-band content withreal background noise
from an antenna (possibly with the GNSS band attenuated by a band-stop filter, or
using spectrum frequency-shifted from a different band).

2.5.3 Extended search for GNSS signals

A regular GNSS receiver will lock onto a correlation peak with a particular spread-
ing sequence as soon as one is found, or may search for a local maximum or the
earliest peak among several nearby ones, in the interest of robust multi-path be-
haviour. A signal-authenticity verifying receiver could,in addition, continue to scan
combinations of correlation-delay and Doppler-shift, andwarn about the presence
of more satellite signals than can be expected from the genuine transmitter constel-
lation (e.g., the same spreading sequence at two range delays or Doppler shifts).
This test is particularly useful if a local attacker mixes the simulated signal with
background spectrum from an antenna, to evade the test outlined in the previous
Section 2.5.2.

3 Comparison

The receiver technology required in order to implement the measures discussed in
the preceding Section 2 differs substantially from method to method. Some require
substantial extensions, or even alternative receiver architectures, compared to what
is commonly implemented in existing civilian receivers. Commercial low-cost GPS
chipsets receive only L1 C/A code. Most chips merely output time, location, and
the identity and claimed azimuth and elevation of tracked satellites, using the very
limited, but standardized, NMEA 0183 “sentences” ASCII format. Some GPS chips
can also be switched into an additional, vendor-specific, binary communication pro-
tocol that gives access to additional data, such as the ephemeris, almanac and health
information received from individual satellites. A very small number of GPS re-
ceiver chip sets provide even access to “raw” tracking data for each tracked satellite,
such as pseudo range, Doppler shift, carrier–noise ratio, as well as internal receiver
variables such as AGC gain setting, and local oscillator error from the navigation
solution.

For many of the proposed methods, the only practical prototype implemen-
tation method involves a software-defined radio approach, where the 2–40 wide
MHz GNSS band of interest is down-converted into an IQ baseband representation,
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loaded block-by-block into RAM, and then all tracking and analysis algorithms are
implemented in software [15].

Table 1 attempts to give an overview of the requirements and properties of each
proposed method. The “Access” column describes at what level the measure needs
to access the receiver’s processing pipeline, and thereby gives an indication what
existing GPS receiver chips could support such a measure: “RF” means that support
has to be integrated in the RF front-end, “IQ” means that a software-defined receiver
that receives downconverted IQ samples and then implementsall further processing
in software could implement the measure, “Raw” means that the proprietary binary
protocols of some existing GPS receivers chips provide enough data, and “NMEA”
means that the standard NMEA output of most existing GPS chips will suffice. The
“Ref” column indicates whether communication with a separate, secure reference
receiver station is required.

Table 1 Overview of the presented authenticity-verification methods

Method Section Access Ref. Extra requirements Type
Conditional access 2.1.1 IQ signal support, SIM instant
Delayed release 2.1.2 IQ signal support, NTP instant
Permanently secret 2.1.3 IQ Y NTP instant
Directional char. 2.2.1 Raw cumulative
Impedance test 2.2.2 RF TDR, etc. instant
Time 2.3.1 NMEA NTP, battery clock instant
Navigation data 2.3.2 Raw Y NTP both
Pseudo-ranges 2.3.3 Raw Y NTP cumulative
Elevation limit 2.4.1 NMEA instant
Power limits 2.4.2 Raw instant
Doppler 2.4.3 Raw instant
Code–carrier phase 2.4.4 IQ or tracking-loop integrators instant
Multiple bands 2.4.5 IQ multiple down-converters both
Ephemeris 2.4.6 Raw instant
Jump 2.4.7 NMEA battery-backed clock cumulative
Quality metrics 2.4.8 IQ both
Transmitter character. 2.5.1 IQ both
Spectrum analysis 2.5.2 IQ tuneable down-converter both
Extended search 2.5.3 IQ both

4 Conclusions

There clearly exist circumvention techniques for all the authenticity-verification
methods outlined in this survey. The mechanisms available today for protecting
GNSS signals against tampering by local attackers still canat best offer a level
of security comparable to most other types of tamper-resistant hardware. They all
fall well short of the ambition behind the Kerckhoffs’ principle so popular in crypto-
logy: detailed knowledge of the protection mechanisms usedmay still substantially
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aid in their circumvention. Nevertheless, some of the presented mechanisms (e.g.,
secret spreading sequences, individual antenna characteristics) have the potential
to prevent easy-to-use mass-market circumvention products. Others at least force
the designer of a circumvention tool to add rather specialized functions, whose ob-
vious purpose would be to circumvent these checks. The latter may help to en-
force legal restrictions on their commercial availability. Some may be most useful
as intrusion-detection tools that report suspicious signals for further investigation,
rather than to automatically decide on their authenticity.In combination, they pro-
vide a formidable toolkit for managing the risk of local attackers on trusted GNSS
receivers in many potential applications.

This work was supported by the European Commission under FP7grant 228443
(TIGER project).
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